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Outline

• Why might people want to hold algorithms accountable?

• What does ‘accountability’ mean? In general, and in data protection 
law.

• What technologies have been proposed in aid of accountability?



why might people want to hold 
algorithms accountable?



“Algorithmic decision-making”

• Decisions that are primarily based on the outputs of a machine 
learning model. 

• Important, high-stakes decisions about people, e.g. 

• Who gets a loan? Who gets hired?







what does accountability mean?



Accountability?!?!?

• "Accountability is one of those golden concepts that no one can be 
against”, a “hurrah-word” (Bovens 2015)

• Origins in William 1st, 1085; property holders provide a count of their 
possessions

• Now about powerful entities providing an account (a count) of their 
actions, decisions, procedures (Milgan 2000)



Accountability?!?!?

• 1970+: private sector management into public sector Schedler (1999)

• 2000’s: public sector governance modality now imposed on private 
sector through regulation (De Hert and Stefanatou 2015)



Accountability?!?!?
• Drawing from Bovens (2015):

• An account-giving relationship, between the accountor and 
accountee.

• Accountor has an obligation to explain and justify conduct

• Not just information, but debate, judgement, and possible sanctions 
or rewards



Accountability?!?!?

• Distinct from fairness: could be fair in an unaccountable way (“just 
trust us!”)

• Distinct from transparency: it’s not just about revealing what you’re 
doing, but explaining, justifying, and possibly facing judgement and 
sanctions



Accountability in data protection law
• OECD guidelines (1980): “A data controller should be accountable for 

complying with measures which give effect to the principles stated 
above”

• Two elements: responsibility, and demonstrating compliance

• “(…) accountability means more than ‘responsibility’. One can always 
act ‘responsibly’ without reference to anyone else. Accountability is 
always directed towards an external agent; responsibility is 
not” (Bennett)



Accountability in data protection law
• GDPR: Article 5(2): “The controller shall be responsible for, and be 

able to demonstrate compliance with, paragraph 1 
(‘accountability’).”

• Both substantive compliance, and procedural demonstration 
(Urquhart et al 2017)

• 1: Comply with the principles

• 2: Demonstrate how



Accountability in data protection law

• Measures intended to ‘make controller responsible’ include:

• Appointing a DPO

• Documentation of interactions (e.g. keep a record of consent)

• Conduct a DPIA



Accountability in data protection law
• Take any specific act of processing of personal data, and obtain a 

record of all the compliance-related activity that preceded it:

• What was the controller’s purpose for processing

• How was it decided on?

• Who was involved in the decision? Who is or was the data protection 
officer?

• How were decisions made about the balancing of rights (both 
between DP and other rights, and within DP), and other interests?



technologies for accountability



proving things about data / processes
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Verifiable logs for auditing data use

Seneviratne, Oshani, and Lalana Kagal. "HTTPa: accountable HTTP." IAB/w3C internet privacy workshop. Vol. 42. 2010.Butin, Denis, and Daniel Le Métayer. "Log analysis for data protection accountability." International Symposium on Formal Methods. Springer, Cham, 2014.



Verifiable logs for auditing data use

• Software is constantly publishing logs of events during runtime

• logs are immutable, encrypted, propagation restricted to allowed 
purposes

• If misuse of data is discovered, in theory the perpetrator can be 
found through the chain of users who have shared the data



Verifiable logs for algorithm accountability?

• An accountor can make public commitments such that they cannot 
deny them later, including:

• training datasets, modelling processes, data storage, 
parameterisation, tuning and tweaking, thresholds, etc.

• Later, accountee (e.g. data subject, regulator) can ask to check this 
model is the same as that model which has been verified as meeting 
certain constraints



Prove this model is the same as that one



Prove this output came from this model

Kilbertus, N., Gascón, A., Kusner, M. J., Veale, M., Gummadi, K. P., & Weller, A. (2018). Blind Justice: Fairness with Encrypted Sensitive Attributes. arXiv preprint arXiv:
1806.03281.



explaining algorithm outputs



Who might want explanations, and why?



Explanation approaches



How do ML explanations affect perceptions of 
procedural justice?

• Tested people’s perceptions of justice in response to various 
hypothetical cases 

• Perceptions of justice in decision-making: informational, procedural, 
distributive (Colquitt 2015) 

• Binns, Reuben, et al. "'It's Reducing a Human Being to a Percentage': Perceptions of Justice in Algorithmic 
Decisions." Proceedings of the 2018 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems. ACM, 2018.



• Different contexts: loans, 
employment, insurance, travel, 
fraud 

• e.g. ‘Sarah has been evaluated 
at work by a computer 
system…’



• Same decision, different 
explanation styles: 

• e.g. ‘If you had 2 years more 
experience, and better sales 
numbers, you’d be promoted’



Explanation styles

• Case-based 

• Sensitivity 

• Input influence 

• Demographic



Questions about the system design

‘Oh that’s so mean! [...] I can’t do the maths, 
but why is it so specific? Hmmm. I don’t 

understand. I don’t know why the cut-off is 
like that.’



Questions about training data (sample size)

‘I don’t know how many previous customers 
they’re basing it on…’ 

‘I’m gonna assume that it looked at more 
than just John!’



Explanation is not enough (reasons)

‘Perhaps it’s unfair to make the decision by just 
comparing him to other people and then 
looking at the statistics, he isn’t the same 

person.’ [...] ‘They [...] seem like [...] just random 
stats, not reasons for why you’d make a decision’



Explanation is not enough (interaction)

‘there’s no sense of negotiation’ 

‘no opportunity for ‘human interaction’



Explanation ⊂ Accountability

• Algorithm explanations may be a necessary part of accountability, but 
probably insufficient

• What we want to challenge is not necessarily just the algorithm, but 
the entire system, values, governance processes…

• Most of this will not be stored as structured data!



Justification and contestation
• These technologies are focused on proving properties of algorithms 

or explaining their outputs

• But accountability is fundamentally about justification, contestation, 
and potentially sanctions. What role might provenance technologies 
play in supporting these broader goals?

• How could provenance be combined with emerging HCI work on 
algorithmic accountability and GDPR-compliant ML? (Veale et al 2018)

• Veale, Michael, Reuben Binns, and Max Van Kleek. "Some HCI Priorities for GDPR-Compliant Machine 
Learning." arXiv preprint arXiv:1803.06174 (2018).


